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The Akan Drum: An Instrument for Conversation 

By Benjamina Efua Dadzie and Kwan Pa 

 

Translation and Summary of audio, available at 100histories100worlds.org/the-akan-drum/ 

 

This podcast was presented, produced, edited and translated by Benjamina Efua Dadzie. The 

intro and outro music, an ensemble of Kpanlogo drum (female and male), Djembe drum, Gome 

drum (Frame drum), Kwadum drum (from ‘Kete’ ensemble), Twin bell (Dawuta) and Rattle 

(Ntorwa), was produced by Kwan Pa for 100 Histories of 100 Worlds in 1 Object. 

 

 

Akan drum, collected in Virginia in ca. 1730, brought to England upon the request of Sir Hans Sloane. © 

2020 The Trustees of the British Museum. 
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The British Museum identifies this Akan drum as apentemma. What do you think? 

In the Asante Kingdom, and other Akan kingdoms, every drum (kyɛnɛ) has a name. For 

example, in the Kete ensemble the small drum, played with two sticks, is called pɛtia, following 

that we have apentemma, which is different from this drum. 

 

How has music making changed in the Akan context? 

Music making has changed. Within the genre of the palm wine music, there have been a lot of 

changes since 1928 onwards and so, while we maintain the core traditional features of music 

making and some instruments, other things have changed and new instruments have been 

introduced. Every band has its own specialty and the type of instruments they favour. For 

example, Agya Koo Nimo and his band use apentemma drum, but Kwan Pa does not; we use 

the kpanlogo drum, which comes from the Greater Accra region (land of the Ga people). 

 

What is Kwan Pa?  

Kwan Pa is a quartet, and our music comes from indigenous Ghanaian music. We decided to 

go back to the past to bring to the forefront a type of music  – palm wine music 

(ɛnsaagyaesenwom), which is the music made at the palm wine joint – our ancestors made, 

which was dying out. 

 

In the Akan music tradition, can palm wine music be played in different contexts outside 

the palm wine joint?  

Ɛnsaagyaesenwom was initially music used for conversation, to chat amongst each other at the 

palm wine joint. Back in the day, after a day’s work in the field, at sea fishing, or at the market 

selling, from around 4pm to 6-6.30pm, after the day has ended, people would gather at the 

palm wine joint, a place to unwind. People would sit around, buying drinks and chatting away; 
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often times you would bump into someone you know, or someone you don’t know. The saying 

goes ‘while we are drinking, we are thinking’ (Akan proverb) and so people will gather at the 

palm wine joint to relax and reflect on the day’s work and life. In such context, someone may 

start, spontaneously, singing (or lamenting) a song that reflects their current situation or 

condition. And so, if they are chatting about marriage, someone may start singing about 

marriage: 

[Singing] 

This long road of marriage, I won’t go 

This long road of marriage, I won’t go 

If I go and something happens, what am I going to do? 

If I go and something happens, what am I going to do? 

This long road of marriage, I won’t go 

If something happens, what would I do? 

And so, the music tradition wasn’t just confined to the palm wine joint or the places of 

entertainment. It expanded, and so if you go to the chief’s palace, there is that type of music to 

entertain the royals. In the context of funerals, the palm wine music is still relevant: it depends 

on the lyrics and the tempo. 

 

What stories do you tell through drums in your own music? 

First of all, the drum we have here (the Akan drum) reminds me of the atumpan drum, which 

belongs to the Asante Kingdom and comes in different sizes. The atumpan was used to talk 

(talking drum), to communicate something. It is a royal instrument. 

In our band we do not use atumpan. We use two kpanlogo drums, the male and the female 

drum, as well as the djembe drum (which is not Ghanaian but it is African). Yet, every drum is 

special and plays specific sounds with specific meaning. When we are playing, we play with 
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rhythms and time signature, which gives us the tempo. Tempo, how slow or fast we play, is an 

expression of mood. If the mood is joyful the tempo is fast, otherwise, if the mood is sad, the 

tempo is slow. 

 

Drums have been historically used by enslaved people in the context of the pursuit of 

freedom and liberation. How do you see this use of the drum in today’s context? 

Attitudes towards drums have changed. Some drums have high spiritual attachment, others are 

not even taken outdoors, others must be played only by men. For example, there’s a drum 

called kwadum, it is part of the Kete ensemble and it is considered masculine drum, and 

therefore only men can play it. I can see that today most drums we play are for entertainment, 

and so within the context of political activities or even sport events, most drums are 

recreational, and the sound is fast-paced to create buzz for people’s engagement. 

 

Within the context of royal instruments, who would play the Akan drum (atumpan)? 

Among the Akan, there is a variety of drums that are used in chiefs’ palaces, and the music that 

is played vary greatly too. For example, there is music produced by the full fontomfrom drums 

ensemble, of which atumpan is part, and is a talking drum. In every royal palace there’s 

someone called okyerema (literally meaning ‘tongue’ in the Akan language of Twi), who is 

designated to play the drums, and so the talking drum is not played by everybody. In the past, 

there was a specific family line of okyerema, generations of people whose job was to become 

okyerema in the royal palace, and they were also royalty. The okyerema would be in direct 

communication with the chief; and so during festivals, if something happens (the chief cannot 

be spoken to directly by ordinary people) the message would be given to the okyerema who 

will then pass it on to the chief by playing the drums. By hearing the drums, the chief would 

recognise the message contained within the sounds – the chief knows the sounds of his drums. 
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For example, if there’s a festival going on, and there is an invasion coming, the okyerema will 

start playing his drum to alert the chief of the imminent danger, yet most people might hear the 

sound like any other sound without specific meaning. Therefore the okyerema played a pivotal 

role in the royal court. Their responsibility was great. 

The atumpan has a male and female version. Usually the female drum will be on the right hand 

side of the drum player and the male on the left hand side. You recognise which one is male 

and which is female by the sound the drum produces: the loudest in terms of pitch is the female 

drum, whilst the lowest pitch is the male. 

 

Can one drum have two functions within the same space? 

Yes, I think it is possible. For example, in the context of the royal court, atumpan does not play 

alone, though it could. It will act as the lead instrument, the master drum, for other drums to 

follow in its sounds. And so it is possible for one of the supporting drums to play a dual role 

or to change tune if a message comes in and needs to be communicated to the chief. 


